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,SatisfaCtioi With the Legal System and

Adjustment.toMiritalSepaiation

ilABSTBACT.

riean divorce rate since the early 1960's emphasizes the

soCiated With adjustmentto marital separation.

;this paper is the impact that the legal system his on post-separation

in Pennsylvania, which"has adversary divorce statutes. Two hundred
/

dualt,/separated 26 menthes or less, completed in-depth interviews about

ge, its dissolution, and the aftermath. Multiple regression analysis

o'.

The fOCU .

adjuttm

fiVe/indi

their

and Pearson dorrelati.oh coefficients were Used:to' analyze the data. The data sue'.
0-

gest that satiefietion:with the legal "system id significintly greater when either

the reported relationship between,thklawyer and the separated individualor the

reported feelings toward the decisions in the settlement problems index, the econo-

sic issues, are more positive. Those respondent's most highly satisfied with the

were more likely to report better adjustment to the separation if they

encouraged by the lawyer to create an'adversary relationship with

spouse than if they had been encouraged to:create an adVersary rela
. ,

. .

-legal system

had not been

their. former

.

,!tionship. The data alsoeuggesit that the fewer, the number of instrumental funcL:

tionsl'euch',as-chilkissues, with which the respondent ikinvolved, the better the

reported adjustment to'the separation. Multiple regression analysis revealed that'

the expressive and instrumental indexes significantly contributetto,the scales)

Life SatiefaAione'Reeenberg Self-Esteem, and Bradburn and Cagovitz Affect Balance

;, in measuring adjustment to separation for bothAppondents with and.respcindents

without children. It was concluded that divorde statutes baped,on'aredversary

'model encourage collusion and do not enhance adjustment to knew Iffesituation.

jherefore, the present adversary divorce statutes may It reflect the current cut-
...,

tody, economic, or property issues of marriage and divorce.
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During the 06044'divoroe rates began t

more than douhlett,fiom,160 to 1977. (11.11°. DepartMe

Welfare, Monthly Vital siatiiii?8 1978). c

Arendt estimate that more than onea4hird of first sarria

tied Americana are likely to end

e rate of Aiydrie

EduCition, ax

ions df divorce"

recently mar-

in divorce (Glick & Norton; 1976). In addition,

more than a third of those who obtain one,diyorce.and remarry 16 likely to ob-

tainlm slcond'Oivoroe. The addition,to these-statistics of married couples who

;separate,b4t never divorde suggests" that than two- fifths '0411 recent Ameri-
:p .k

marriagie will be disrupted:,by4ivorce or:separation (Glick & Norton, 1976).

The ristio;theAmerican divorce rate since the early 1960's'has created some

COlcorh among professionals, and considerable interest in the implications of this
. ,

.

phenomenon... One must acknowledge that is. more and more Ameridane are separated

or are Obtaining! divorces, more individuals must undergo the idjustmente associated
,

with marital separation. llaschke (1974) found the divorcees who had experienced .

,

the least amount of'post-divorde adjustment stress were thole who had:best-adapted

. .

to a new lifestyle. Hence, the problem of determining what factors affect adjlst-

...sent to a new life situation become6 extremely important not only for thoseler7

sons experiencing the separation, tut alSo fOr*kose With whom they interact.

The dissolution of marriage in America is a growing phenomenon which often

compounds misery, encourages deceit, and accentuates guilt, The administration

of justice is centrally involved with these personal feelings. The piesent study

,reports data from a larger project concerning adjustment to marital separation.
o

.Specifically, the focus of this.research,is on the impaCt that the legal system

has on post-separation adjustment. Separation, rather than divorce, is desig-

nated the priAary sampling criterione'since separationwas considered the more

'Critical social-psychological event.', This study was conducted in l'ennsyllienia,
t.

which has'a traditional "adversare'divorde law requiring that one 'spouse specify
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a "ground" and then demonstratOin a. hearing that, the divorce. Mould be.granted.

_

to him or heti* the wronged party in the marriage. The study makes'no attempt

to cos e the ,inpact of "faUltr Aind"no-fiult" divorce laws, but will provide

insight t*to the effects' of adversary (fault) diVorce statutes on the individuals

.?

involved in a marital dissolution..

ADJUSTMENT TO MARITAL SEPARATION AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM
4

Marriagerind divorce laws are one means by which the government regulates .

sexualrelations, childbearing, childrearing, and economic support amongita:citi-

. .

sgena. Making divorce laws more restrictive has had little impact on the trend

toward divorce (Abel, 1973). Earlier studies have found little relationship be-'

tween statutory groundi for divorce and the actual causes of marital breakup

(Harmsworth A Minnie, 1955; Mowret, 1924; Stetson& Wright, 103). Nevertheless,

legislators contiinie to write laws and reform policies expecting that such action

will effect social interaction and regulatethe behavior of 1.ndividuals (Virtue;

1950..

A survey of the recent trend in, reformAndivOrce law reveals disagreement

as to the impact of either ittrict.or liberal divorce laws on thR, incidence of
f, .

. .

divorces': Someillaisthat strict laws have failed to restrict 'the increasing
,

"divorce rate:because those seeking a divorce-have/been able toimanipilate the laws

and the 1044,Orstam(Blake, 1962). Rheinstein (1971) argued that perjury,

:iifiCition,Tof:eyidenCe, and undue animosity and hardship have resulted from the

present:,:adve4aty divorce system found in some states. Thus, there is contro-

,versy
, 4
ritgardi pg.the effect of the laws and *the legal sy0tem on the state of

Aivorce,

The ,Parpose.. of this research is to examine the impaCt of the legal system,

fie of- the inst tettipcs with which a separated individual is confronted, on the

aerfrated or'diyorcei,person. Although not all,separated individuals,decide to
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divorce, most'sepirated persons:4'Am. into contact with the legal system well be-

fore'the separatl.on agreement or divorce is decreed. Once an.indlvidual has
, 4 .

made the(dehision;to:file for a divorce or establish a separation agreement, one

firet.cOntacti usually 18 with the la4;er who'may, r esent him or her in

the divorce proceding or with related matters. Theref interaction with the

legal system may be the first of many neli.experiences with which the separated

persori must cope.

If one understands the result of the process of interaction between the sepa7

rated individual and the legal eystem, legal consumers as well as professionals

m,:y:htve additional information aboutedme important factors in the adjustment to

the dissoluton.of marriage, Such information could be particularly useful to

marriage and family Counselors and lawyers.

This,study, then, attempts to answer the following questions: (1) Howdoes

the lawyer influence his or her client's satisfaction with the legal system and

subsequent adjustment to marital separation ?` (2) How do the factors'bontributing

to the legal situation affect the level of satisfaction with the legal system for
. .

the separated individual? (3) How does the present adversary system in Pennsyl

vaaa influence the ability of people to negotiate adequately the system and

adapt-to new demande in their lives?

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAM= OF LEGAL FACTORS

Previous research in the area of family development has led to the identifi-'.
,

U.

dation of several sets of independent variables which will be investigated in this
o

research. 'Social scientists believe that the family has certain function's upon
a .

which its survival depends (Broderick, 1968). These functional tasks are called

functional requirements. The functional requirements'of,the family.are derived

*
from the fact that (1) no group pan survivejf it does not maintain.a minimum

level of order and morale among its members (expression and control of human feel-
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ins*); and (2) no group can survive it it cannot manage its resources such as

economic issuesin,a way as\to do the work necessary to support its material

nee0s to keep the-group operating.

The second functionalrequirement mentioned is commonly called instrumen-

tal. because the tasks are focused.,on getting the work of the group done. Mom-
s.

bee of the family must negliate a policy which will assure the accomplishment

of the required work with a small amount of conflict. and the least amount ofd

failure. Included within the instrumental functioning is finding financia1t.

security. The first set of factors to be considered in the present study are in-

strumental characteristics involved in the separation or divorce procedures.

These characteristics
11

represent the ecOnomicies6s decided by the legal system.

The variables include satisfaction with the custody arrangements; custody respon-

sibility; satisfaction pith child support arrangements; satisfaction with support

paymentel.the stability of.income; and satisfaction with the division'of proper-

ty arrangement. These instrumental characteristics will be used to develop an

estimate of settlement problems index.

It is postulated that these economic variables of the settlement proble,

index will affect the instrumental functioning of the family. If the family has

little or inconsistent financial security, it is speculated that the amount of'

conflict as well as feelings of failure within the family will be enhanced.. In
4

.turn, these conflicts as well as feelings of failure can't help but hinder the

work and functioning of the family. Therefore, the kinds of decisions made in

the.legal system regarding these variables, as well as the ultimate functidning

of these decisions, most likely will influence not only the respondent's report

on satisfaction with the legal process, but also their level of adjustment to the

SO ion.

The functional requirement related to expression and control of human feel-
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inge is called expressive flinctiening. Each family must'maintainthe morale. of

its meab such that they will want to stay together. Thii loyalty and commit-
,

4

sent extends to familyideale:end values. Theie values becoae)One of the chit:

stabilising influences in thiAiimily. When the relationship betweeii-the husband

ardwifeisriftwithemotional contradiotory turmoil, or the couple's interic-
)

ti one with outside contacts such as'their lawyer is conflirct ridden, there un-,

doubtedlyerelifferent.ramifications for the separation and divorce procedures

than if no conflict'were present.

The second group. of factors considered in the present study are the expres7

sive characteristics involved.in the separation or diirorce. These charwcteris-

tics represent the advriary relationship between the husband and7tife and the

relationship between the respondent and his or her lawyer. The variSkes./in the

adversary relationship index area whether aggravating the spouse was advised by

the lawyer; whether the lawyer told the respondent to let checks bounce, not"pa,

the bills, not talk to their. spouse, take money outof the savings, omove out

of the house; whether the respondent. or their former spouse had to exaggerate
, I

the prOblems in order to get a separation agreement or divorce; whether the re-..
2

spondent had to lie or trump up statements in the hearing to make sure the hear-

ing turned out right; and whether. the divorce was contested of not.,-T4e lawyer

relationship index includes yhether the lawyer ever used delaying tactics to'

increase the respondent's legal fees; if dealings with lawyers made the relation-
.

Ship with the respondent's formerjspouse better or worse; whether the respon-

dent consulted more than one lawyet; andif the respondent felt their lawyer's

fees were reasonable ofoutrageous.

The adversary relationship index and the la;iyer relationship index 111 test
do

the relationship between the expressive functioning of the separated individual

and his or her level of satisfaction with the legal sy&tem. It is speculated

8



thatthe kind of interpersonal relationship dev oped with the lawyer and en-

couraged between the husband and wife affecte no only the respondent's reported.

satisfaction With the legal systemo'butalso theii ultimate adjuStment to the

separation. If the- respondent has. just eompleted4 harrotitng and negative

period ofinteraction.with his or her former spou4,1_Or if the interactions be-

-

tween the respondent his or her lawyer were c

spondent's report on satisfaction with the legal

justment to the soparationLyill be affected.

MEASUREMENT

actual, most likely the re-

ocess, as well as the ad-

'In addition, to testing for the existence of arelationehi between satisfac-

tion with the legal system and the independent varrblei settl ent problemi in-

dex, adversary relationship index, and lawyer relarnshipi (discussed in the

section entitled "conceptual framework of legal fa o it was also of interest

whether a. relationship exists between the responden adjustment to the separa-

tion and these three.indexes. Thereforekthree mea es were used as.indicators

of adjustment.
.

.

The firht scale measures satisfaction with life; The question asked, "Now

we'd like\to know how satisfied you are with Certain hings in your 1p-tot

. life. .Please pick the choice which beet describes h satisfied'you are with

[then liatld sequentially] the work you do, where you iive, your way of life, the
f

/
.

things you do far_enjoyment, and your health.", The choices consisted of extreme-

ly satisfied, somewhat.satisfiedl'and not satisfied. Cronbach's.coefficiental-

pha was obtained for the three adjustment scales in order to evaluate their re-
,

liability (Cronbach, 1951). Cronbach's alpha reliability for.thii scale was .71'

-in the present sample.

cr JO.

A second scale used to.assess adjustment, which measured self-esieml was m

adapted from Rosentrirg (1965). Persons were asked in this question to state the
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extent to which they airee4 or disagreed with a number.00.tems such as "I feel

I have a number of good qualities." Cronbach's alpha reliability for the scale

was .87 in the ,present sample;

The third index of adjusteent was adapted froktra3burn and Caplovits (1965).

It measures a variety of positive-and negative fetiinga along with the,frequency

of their occurrence. For example, respondents were'asked how often during the

past week they felt 'Particularly excited or in4tested in something." 'Responses

ranged from "never" to "often." ronbach's alpha reliability tor this scale was
41

.77 in the present s

Two dependent variables were 'used to measure the satisfaction the respondents

were expreising concerning the deasiohe made by the legal system. In order to

test the relationship betWeeneatisfaction with the instrumental functions and the

reported satisfaction with the legal syStem, the following question was used to

tionalize the dependent variable, satisfaction,Witg the legal system, "How

eatis are you with, the job y %ur lawYer did concerning legal matters? Are you

very satisfied, somewhat, hatisficed, somewhat dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?"

In order' to test the4etatiOnshiibetween reported satisfaction with the legal

system with the expressife functionsp.the dependent variable satisfaction with
4`

the legal system was operationalized with the following question, "Thin1Q about

the thingethat lawyers can help you with besides legal matters. such as pr vid

ing information or emotional'suppOrt, would you say your lawyer was extremel

helpful; ,somewhat helpful, or not helpful r,

In accord with, the conceptual framework underlying the legal factors the

following two general statements are formedsl.. Satisfaction with the legal system-
,

is a function of the instrumental and expressive functioning: and 2. Adjustment to

the separation is a function of both instrumental and expressive, functioning plus

satisfaction with the legal system.

1'



THE SAMPLE AND DATA COLLECTION

The sample consisted of 50 (24 percent) separated persOns and 1$5 (76 per-

cent) divorced persons. Forty -four percent (N-91) of the sample was'male and
1

56 percent was female (N..114). The age range of the respondents was from 20, to

67, with aliean age of 32.6 years. For both the respondent and his or het spouse,

the mean level of 'education was 14 years. The'sample had a mean income range of
At

$5,000 to $9,999 at the time of the interview. The mean length of marriage was

9 years, with a range of 4months to 45 years. There was a tOtal of 279 child-

ren in the 128 cases involving children (including the adult children of older re-

spondents), while 38 percent of the respondents were childless.

The data, collected during the spring of 19779 consist of in-dep4h,,struc7

tured interviews focusing on'the social, psychological, and economic adjustments
(f.

of males and females who had experienced a marital separation within the 26 months

;Yam

preceding the interview, whether or not they were divorced. .Non-prOba ility, pur7

posive sampling techniques were used The population from which

'414

ple was

drawn consisted of all those separated persons in Centre County, Pennsylvania,

Whose separation had taken place between January, 1975,,and March It April of 1977.

The selection and location of individuals was accomplished through various methods.-

,
Feature articles describing the project were Placed in several local newspapers.

The. purpose of.these articles was to alert the community about the stu17, and to

attempt to set a tone for the study which might elicit cooperation and better re-

ipoiee rates than is eataiary for research on this topic. This strategy proved

to be a most helpful technique for increasing response rates, since most of the

respondents. had read about the study and "felt it was legitimate" as a result.

Similarly, letters were sent to ail'attorheys in the county informing them of the

study, and the domestic relations office staff was contacted for cooperation.

1)

These contacts, and calls in response ilkthe article,. produced a few respondents.

a .



The primary method for obtaining participants involved procurement of names

and addresses of those who had recently separated or divorced, from public docu-

ments in the county courthouse.' A team from the project abstracted the files of

eligible persons. Eligible respondents included persons still living within 50

miles of the counti who had either 1) filed for divorce, but had not yet re- .

ceived a decree,,2) obtained a divorce'decreevor )) separated and filed (or were
4

filed against) for custody. or Support. Individuals who.were informally- separated,

but had not sought custody or support, were obtained by the forms of solicits-
.

tion mentioned, above andadditibnally, through snowball (referral) sampling tech -*

niques.

Letters were then sent to possible participants, describing the study and

requesting a response. Interviewersliattempted to contact by telephone indivi-

duals who did not respond, ro that interview appointments could be scheduled.

Once persons were contacted and.agreed to: participate, respondents were given the,

choice of being.interviewed in their homes or in the project offices. Babysitters

were offered. Interviews ranged from oneandene-half to three hours, with .a

mean length of two hours and fifteen minutes. The interview echedule contained

approximately 550 questions. .a

Nine hundred eighteen eligible respondents were identified in heoounty.

After three follovi,up letters and numerous attempts via telephOne to contact joer-%

sons directly, contact was.madi with344, or 37 percent of the eligible. respon -

dents. Two hundred ten161 percent)7of these persOns agreed to be interviewed,
. .

and actually completed the interview. Five intet4iews were discarded afteeit'

was-determined ihat!4-persons-had been separated. for longer,than 26 months.

THE IMPAGTOF THE LEGAL sISTEM ON POST-SEP TION TMENT

The present study uses Pearsonian zero -order orrelitions And multiple re-

gression analysis. Table 1 presents the correlations of satisfaction with the
4

12
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legal system with the erpressive and instrumental indexes. The findings suggest

that high satisfaction with the legal system was significantly assOdiate4 at the

.:01.1evel yith-the respondent reporting a positive relationship With his or her

lawyer, and. With ths,respondeht reporting satisfaction toward theliecieionsi the
x

economie isliiiesi in theiettlement problems index. Howeveri high satisfaction

with the legal system was.not significantly associated with the respOdint,who
.. .

..
,

,,

,had not been encouraged by his moiler lawyer to create .an adversiry relationship
,

with his or her former spouse or.with the fewer the number of instrumental

'tions such as child custody with which the respondent was involved.

...10.0....
,

Insert Table 1 abou'.;.imire

The results of the i:orrelat.ons of ejustment scales with the expressive

and instrumental indexes, controlling for high satisfaction with the legal system,

appear in Table 2. A .respondent who had not been encouraged to create .an adver-

, sary:Imiationthip with his or her former spouse has more likely tc report better

adjustment to the separation on the Satisfaction with Life Scale than a respondent

whc had been encouraged to create an adversary relationship with their former

spouse. However, the kind of reported relationship with the lawyer was not sie
. .

niftcantly associated with adjustment to separation. In addition, a respondent

reporting satisfaction toward the decisions in the settlement problems index was

not more likely to report better adjustment to the separation than a respondent

who was not satisfied concerning the settlement problems decision& The an:ay:3es

of the data did find that the fewer -the number of instrumental functions or econo-

nic issues with which the respondent-was involved,jthe better the respondents' re-
,

ported adjustMeni to the separation.
\ -

13



Insert Table 2 about here

11

Table 3 presents the esults of the multiple regression with the Life Satia-
.1 -, , 4

. .

faction .scale for both respondents with children and respondents yithout'child-
0

ren. For respondents-with children (RWC), the adversary relationship index and

the settlement problems index were significant, at the .01 level. However, for

the respondents without children (RWOC), only the settlement probll index wet

significant at the .05 level. The variance accounted for by the independent vari-

ables in the RWC sample was 10 percent and for the RWOC sample 19 percent, both,
Ote

significant at the .05 level.

Insert Table 3 about here

ime.......M.1..W
1

. The reaultp of the multiple regression analysis for the Bra4burn 'and Cap16..

vitz Affect Balance Scale are presented in Table 4. -For RWC, both age of the re-
-:,

epondent and-the number of Children contributed significantly to the amount of

variance accounted for at the .05 level. Age of the respondent (.01), the ques-

tion Pennsylvania divorce laws prevented the respondent from getting divorced as

soon as he or she wanted (.05), satisfaction with the entire legal process (.01),

aid the settlement problems index (.01) were significant fer-the RWOC sample. The
t.

variance accounted for by the independent variables in the RWC sample was.l7 percent,

significant at the .01 level, and 25 percent significant at the .05 level for the

RWCCsample.

411NOMOOMMOMONDOOMMOMM.WMOMOOMAO010

Ihiert Table 4 about here.

..memomiessememem......mom.
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Table 5Npresents the results of the multiple regression analysis for the

Rosenberg Self- Esteem Scale. For Rvc, length of separation and the settlement

problems index were both significant at the .05 level. .Satisfaction with the

tire legal process was significant at the .01-level. The variance accounted
. ,

.. /
for by the independent variables

. fair the RWC sample was. 16 percent,..isignificent

at the .05 level. ,The amount of variance accounted for I4Y the independent ALA-
r'\\ ables in the RWOC.eamPli was only 4 percent and was not significant.

44(

01110.1a.1
Insert. Table 5 about here

. -mmlimm1wm
TascussioN AI) =num=

Encounters with the legal systemAiffer fop persons who have experienced a

marital sefikration. Most peisois retain an' attorney to help them with legal mat-

I

'ters pertaining to-the separation and divorce. In Pennsylvania, individuals who

are separated and wish a court-ordered custody or support agreement must see a

domestic relations officer in their county. Yh addition, most Pennsylvania di-

vorce hearings. are conducted by a master, an experienced attorney in the county

who makes a. recommendation to the judge followinghthe hearing. The judge having

jurisdiction May also become involved in matters pertaining to separation, divorce,

cistody, visitation, support, and propertysettlements.

The dita.la the present Study indicate that the-legal system does affect in-

dividuals in many Ways. A respondent reporting a positive relationship with his

or her lawyer was-likeli.to report -being satisfied with thelegal syStem, however,

the *espondent's'adjustment to the separation did not appear to be associated with

the kind of relationship with their lawyer. In terms of the expressive function-

ing of the separated individual, the morale and values, conflict ridden interac-

tions with en'outsidecontict such as the lawyer did not appear to be significantly

associated with adjustment to the separation. The iipaCt of the lawyer appears to,

1 5
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*be influential &trim the separation and divorce process, but has little impact

to a new life situation.

Being encouraged to create an adversary relatioashipwith one's formai.

.

.

-/I

spouse appears more influential for the ekpressive,fUnctioning of the separated
,

; o '

individual than dicithe relationship with thelaiyer, In, other wordsexhei the

relationship with the husband and wife was conflict.ridden, their adjustment to

the separation was also negative ffected, unlike Ithere. a negative relationship
.

with the lawyer had little affect, on the adjustment process. Therefore, (the

'findings suggest that expressive functioning, a stabilizing influence in the fami-

ly, is more closely associated with sigztficant others such as a spouse, than with

anoutside contact such as. the lawyer. The data suggest that divorce statutes
,. . ..

tesed a.eon an advrsarymoael encourage collusion and dishonesty and do not neces-

eerily enhance adjustment to adlew life situation. These findings hare'ramifi-
.

cations forthe type of social policy that may enhance the justment to the sepa-

ration.- Indeed,' if a separated individual is encouraged to develop an adversary

relationship with his or her formerspouse, the period of adjustment to the sepa-

ration may become more difficuiand prolonged.

The preseit data suggest the respondent who reports satisfaction toward the

settlement decisions such as custody arrangements, responsibility for the Child-

ren, support, stability of income, and property settlement, is also likely to

report being satisfied with the legal system. However, satisfaction with these

decisions is not associated with better adjustment to the separation. These find -

tinge suggest that individuals who are satisfied with their speculated financial

security from the legal settlement decisions initially report being satisfied

with the legal system, but these respondents May find they end up having little

or inconsistent financial security. :For example, the former spouse may not Pay

0,0, 4
the allotted Child support, or-perhaps the respondent haS discovere4theitheir

sole income just does not Meet the needed expenses of the family. 'Consequently,

16
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even thoigh the respondent'had agreed to the decisions of the settlement problems,

perhaps now those decisions don't Make life.easier or adjustment to the separa

tier' better. Therefore. not only the kinds of decisions made in the legal sy-

stem regardingli4irtstOmental functions, bUt also the ,ultimate functioning of

these decisions seems =betel to the adjustment to separation.

Categorieeof respondents (childless and with children) such as those in-

vestigated hereix' must be researched further. The data in the present study sug-

gest that different groUpe of individuals copeorith the separation and make the

adjustment to the separation in different ways. The salience of theee findings

becomes most important' in terms of policy' implementation. 4Perhaps the adversary

diVorce.staiutes do not reflect the reality of the marriage and divorce experi-

ence, norare they sensitive to social and psychologiCal needs.

Likewise,' further research must be conducted comparinithe adjusti4ent pro-
.

, .

cess of individuals using adversary divorce statutes and those where ainOfeult°

statute has.been implemented. From the results of the present study, the data

suggeit that not having an adversary relationship with ones former spouse does

not ensure that the separated individual will be more satisfied with the legal

eystemt,however the data do suggest that not hairing an adversary relationship

with ones former spoussmay enhance"the separated individuals adjustment td the

separation. These findings are particularly exciting in lieu.of potentially

changing divorce laws. By implementing no-fault divorce.staeutdi, we may indeed

be facilitating the process of adjusting to separation and a neW life situation.

The importance of such research is further emphasized after considering thein-

Creased numbers of individuals involve(in the divorce process.
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Table 1,-

CORRELATIONS OF SATISFACTION WITH .

EXHIESSIVE AND nsmunorra,INDExEs

SATISFACTION WITH

%.4 E LEGAL likYSTEM

*

)

*N.3. ..Not significant at .05 level.

18

s
o

ADVERSARY RELATIONSHIP
on'

r -.08.

R2 .007
N.S.* "

waft RELATIOISHIP

r

R2 .094-

PA .001

SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS

r - .17

R2 .03

p 1 .01

7

NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTAL FUNCTIONS

r .07

42 .005

N.S.



TRELATIONS OF NITUSTMENT SCALFS;WIni EXPRESSIVE
AND INSTRUMENTAL INDEXES, CONTROLLING FCR

HIGH SATISFACTION WITH LEGAL SYSTEM

Arausnarr'SCALE3

tiatia.1

Brad.2

Rosen,

ADVERSARY, RELATIONSHIP um

rr 12108 N2.43.*

r -.06

WYER RELATIONSHIP INDEX

Slats. r .03

Brad. r -.02 N.S.

Rosen. -p15 .p4 .05

SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS INDEX

Sa;ktter r -.01 N.S.

Brad. r N.S.

Rosen. , r .O2

ON,

NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTAL ,'UNCTIONS ;AM

Satie. r -.22 p(.01.
Brad. r .001 N.S.

R osen. r p0004

3Satiefaction with Life Scale

2Bradburn and Caplovits Affect Balance Scale

3Rosenberg S elf-Esteem Scale

*N.S.Not significant at the '.05 letel.



,Table 3

./
MULTIPLE REGRESSION WITH LIFE SATISFACTION ADJUSTMENT SCALE

DEPENDENT AND 'CERTAIN SELECTED INDEXES AND
CHARACTERISTICS CCM:PAR/NC 'RIISPONDENTS WITH

CHILDREN AND. THOSE WITHOUT CHILDREN
- .

RESPONDENTS -WITH CHILDREN

algal z R2Chang ARA].

Length of Separation .085 .01 .10 .

Adversary Index -.13 .02 -.23" -

Settlement Problems Index -.20 .07 -.29"

R2..10

Life Satisfaction (F.2.79, P<405).

tandardised partial 'regression coefficients
kn.

"p(.01

.4Pennsylvania divorce laws pre-,
vented me from getting a divorce
as soon as I wanted one

,Adihirreary Index

Settlement Problems Index

R2-49

Life Satisfaction (F -3.57, p(.05)

RESPONDENTS WITHOUT CHILDREN

Simple r eChanaw Beta].

.26 .07 .19

.25 .05 .19

-.33 .07 -.284k

"standardised partial regression coefficient

*p4.05
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Table 4

MULTIPLE ION WITH BRADBURN ADJUSTMENT SCALE
DEM AND CERTAIN SELECTED INDEXES AND
CHARACTERISTICS COMPARING RESPoNDENTS WITH

CHILDREN AND TH WITHOUT CHILDREN

RESPONDENTS W TH CRiLD/EN

gage I R2Change atal.

Age of Respondent -.34 .12 -.48**

Number of Children -.04 .02. .20*

Gender of Resppixlent. 1..06 .03 17

R2-.17

Brsanin (N5.285, P.01).

"Standardized partial ;egression coefficients

*p4.05

**p .01

Age of Respondent

Pennsylvania divorce laws pre-
ventedse from getting a divotce
as soon as I wanted one

How satisfied respondent is
with entire legal process

Settleneht Problems Index

R2.1425

Bradbur w3.7 p4;.(4)

RESPONDENTS WITHOUT CHILDREN

§12gitZ ealme Beta'

-.29 .09 -.30**

.16 .03 :23*

-.15 .04 -.26**

-.28 .09 -.31**.

"Standardized partial regression Coefficients

`p (.05

A

2,1



MULTIPLE ILEGRESSION
DENIM?: MD
CHARAklIERISTIOS

CHILbREN,

rW!?.514

Table 5.

oSENBERG ,ADJUSMENT SCALE
SELECTED INDEXES AM

ARING RESPONDENTS WITH
CBE WITHOUT CHILDREN

prspotaimmis: law CH EN-'a4

Si kg*
s ti. it.

003 '.17*

*-;

I I

,NW
.

Length of Separation.

How satisfied responderit is
with entire legal prOcess

Lawyer Relationship Indek

Settlement Problems Index

R2- 16

Rosenberg (F.3.519, p( .05)

-.28 .08 -.32**

-.21 . .01 ,-.14

-.01 .c04 -.22*

9

"Standardized partial regression coefficient

.p .05

4Hip(.01

e, `.

Adversary Index

B2..04

Rosenberg (F..1.76-, H.S.)

C

RESPONDENT'S WITHOUT ,CHILDREN

Simple r R2Change Beta",

.19 .04 .19

'Standardized partial regression coefficient

N.S.-Not significant at the .05 level.
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